T. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of a computable function can be measured by considering the time or space required to compute its values. Particular notions of time and space arising from variants of Turing machines have been investigated by R. W. Ritchie [1963] , Hartmanis and Stearns [1965] , and Arbib and Blum [1965] , among others. General properties of such complexity measures have been characterized axiomatically by Rabin [I960] and Blum [1967] ,
In this paper the speed-up and super speed-up theorems of Blum [1967] are generalized to speed-up by arbitrary general recursive operators. The significance of such theorems is that one cannot equate the complexity of a computable function with the running time of its fastest program, for the isimple reason that there are computable functions which in a very strong sense have no fastest programs. However, the structure of our proof suggests the possibility of defining the computational complexity of a function in terms of a recursively enumerable sequence of partial recursive functions. 
€ W.
An effective operator is total providing that JF (cp^ is total whenever cp.^ is total (that is, F( fij c (RJ.
II
We remark that the restriction to (R^ of any general recursive operator is equal to the restriction to (R^ of some total effective operator (cf. Rogers [1967] , ch. 11).
For any function g let g^ be the identity function and g^y non-decreasing in its second argument, such that if cp. € f{^9 then
for all u,v € W and almost all x.
At this point the proof of operator speed-up reduces to constructing an appropriately pathological sequence P and an index X for the sequence so that p. is almost everywhere vastly largely than both p. -and the number of steps needed to compute p^+^ using program j( . In particular, the following lemma is sufficient:
Lemma 5. For any functions h £ S ^ anc * total effective operator F, there is a sequence of functions P = fp. 1? ^ with index X such that cp-€ IRI anc * for all i £ /K/ the following inequalities hold almost everywhere: To prove the theorem, the sequence P of Lemma 5 is obtained directly (without appeal to the recursion theorem) using a construction discovered 4
jointly by the first author and D. M, Ritchie. The object is to construct a sequence P of honest functions (honesty will yield part (3) of Lemma 5) such that p^ is greater than g and is much greater than p^+^ almost everywhere. It is iiot hard to find a sequence Q of very rapidly increasing honest functions such that q^ is much smaller than • Taking inverses (q ' (x) ss the least z such that q(z) ^ x) yields a sequence R of honest, unbounded, non-decreasing functions such that r^ grows more rapidly than r i+T Set P i ~ ^xfS^r i^X^( x)]. If the functions q^^ are sufficiently large, then the functions will grow more slowly than the given function r. Moreover, j will grow slowly enough that p will not only be greater than p j but also greater than p^ for any fixed k g/K/. We refer the reader to Ritchie [1968] for the complete proof.
Clearly, in order for f to satisfy (1) and (2) 
otherwise.
Assume for the moment that p^ £ For any i and sufficiently large x, p^(x) will be defined by the second clause, and hence p^ satisfies the lemma providing it is total. Since p Q itself is defined by the second
clause for large x, it must be that cp^^ ^ converges for large x, and hence cp (<j,y>) converges for (y,j) € ^K -j. By definition, cp. (<j,y>) = 0 for y < j and by hypothesis cp^(<0,x>) converges for all x. In short, for all i, and the lemma follows.
It remains to show that p^ is total. Suppose Pg( n ) does not converge for some n; then by the first clause of the definition p^ is total (in fact, identically zero) for all i ^ n. In particular, for every x and every (y>j) € T x n , Pj(y) converges and this implies that cpg^n ^ is total. Also, 
